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Spider-80X
Highly modular and scalable dynamic measurement
system from Crystal Instruments. Performs modal
analysis, vibration control testing, data acquisition, etc.
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ÐÎÑÜËÝÌ ÚÛßÌËÎÛÍ

ÍÐ×ÜÛÎóèðÈ

The Spider-80X is a highly modular, truly distributed, scalable dynamic measurement system introduced
by Crystal Instruments. It is ideal for a wide range of industries including machine condition monitoring,
automotive, aviation, aerospace, electronics and military. The Spider-80X excels in industries that demand
quick, easy, and accurate data recording in addition to real-time signal processing.
Multiple Spider modules can be combined to form a high channel count system. The Spider modules are
accurately synchronized through the IEEE 1588 protocol. Data acquired by all measurement channels are
synchronized on the same time base. Accurate time synchronization results in excellent phase matching in the
frequency domain between all channels, either on the same Spider module or across different modules.

ÐÛÎÚÑÎÓßÒÝÛ
The Spider’s performance is the best in class with the highest dynamic range of any similar product. With
eliminates the need for input range and or gain settings of traditional data acquisition systems.

designs eliminate the need for a cooling fan.

ÎÛÔ×ßÞ×Ô×ÌÇ
The Spider-80X is designed to manage any connection failure without loss of data. The software can safely
recover to a normal running status in the event that the connection to the host is lost. Sensor failure detection
and input overload is also continuously monitored.

ÍÑÚÌÉßÎÛ ÑÐÌ×ÑÒÍ

ÜßÌß ÎÛÝÑÎÜÛÎ

incoming time streams. Data conditioning includes algebraic functions (addition, subtraction, multiplication,
continuous incoming time streams.

ÚÎÛÏËÛÒÝÇ ÎÛÍÐÑÒÍÛ ÚËÒÝÌ×ÑÒ øÚÎÚ÷
ßÝÑËÍÌ×Ý ßÒßÔÇÍ×Í
The Spider-80X performs acoustic analysis, an option included under Acoustic Analysis.

ÑÎÜÛÎ ÌÎßÝÕ×ÒÙ
The Spider-80X performs order tracking, an option included under Order Tracking.

ÆÑÑÓ ÚÚÌ
The Spider-80X performs Zoom FFT, an option included under Zoom FFT.

ÚÑÎ ÓÑÎÛ ÍÑÚÌÉßÎÛ ÑÐÌ×ÑÒÍô ÝÑÒÌßÝÌ ÍßÔÛÍàÙÑóÝ×òÝÑÓ

ØßÎÜÉßÎÛ ¤ ÝÑÒÚ×ÙËÎßÌ×ÑÒÍ ßÒÜ Ü×ßÙÎßÓÍ
ÌÇÐ×ÝßÔ ÍÇÍÌÛÓ ÝÑÒÚ×ÙËÎßÌ×ÑÒÍ

Spider can be switched between the two modes.
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ÐÎÑÜËÝÌ ÍÐÛÝ×Ú×ÝßÌ×ÑÒÍ

ÑÐÌ×ÑÒßÔ ßÝÝÛÍÍÑÎ×ÛÍ
accessories to address the high performance needs of accurate data acquisition.

ÍÐ×ÜÛÎóØËÞ
and Transparent Clock functionality.
expansion of multiple switches. A choice between front or rear wiring, the small footprint, and low energy
consumption make the Spider-HUB suitable for a variety of industrial applications.

ÍÐ×ÜÛÎóÒßÍ
Instruments front-end Spider modules, including the Spider-80x, the Spider-81, and the Spider-DAQ. Each
Spider-NAS unit supports up to eight front-end Spider modules to collect both streaming time waveform
data and spectral data. An Ethernet connection in back connects to a computer for data download and

not only provides greater shock protection than a classic hard drive but it is also quick to boot up (less than 15

ÐÎÑÜËÝÌ ÍÐÛÝ×Ú×ÝßÌ×ÑÒÍ
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